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City-states cling to power, are ruled by warlords, and are fragments of their former selves. As chaos is spreading, the Divine Order, one of the oldest and most powerful institutions in the galaxy, challenges the established order, as its own power declines. This is a game where your choices lead to
the fates of your characters. The Divine Order is crumbling, the Chantry is in chaos, and the Imperium of the South is spreading through the galaxy. As chaos spreads, most of the Divine World crumbles into a new Dark Age. Most citizens of the Divine World believe the Order is to blame for the
chaos, and you, a Divine Child, are their champion. Your story begins here. Since the Divine Destruction, the Skyfarer Order is the last of the old houses in the Divine World, and its single largest sponsor is the Chantry. With the Divine gone, the Skyfarer Order faces a revolution led by those who
want to leave the Chantry and the Emperor, and follow their own interests. Is the Skyfarer Order ready for a revolution? The Divine is gone. Only the Void remains. The Son of the Divine has fallen into the Void, transformed into a Divine Child. The child that should have been the Divine but that
chooses to climb to power in the mortal world in order to serve the Void. Choose your origin story. Choose one of the unique origin stories that will define your characters background and your personal quests. For the first time in a Divinity game, play as a Human, Lizard, Elf, Dwarf, or Undead,
each with unique racial skills. Watch the world and its inhabitants react to who you are and what youve done, unlocking new dialog options and quest lines. Or create your own story by building your character from the ground up.
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press kit: key features: a complete overhaul of the combat system and challenge design improved combat system, including in some cases a completely new combat system new local multiplayer system allowing up to four players to play together on the same screen at once upgraded graphics,
improved texture quality improved ui design, optimized and easier to use innovative combat and ui system that adds depth to the combat while allowing a smooth and even more engaging combat experience quality of life improvements, including the ability to save anywhere and even outside of

towns new pc and console control schemes for easier control and greater options the new battle scenario editor allows players to create their own battle scenarios and save them to be reused with the gameplay the new challenge system allows players to design custom encounters that players
can choose to take on in the game a compelling new story set in a vast and dangerous world full of mystery and horror, including an all new plot twist that heavily impacts the game's ending a new high quality soundtrack by legendary game music composer kevin macleod the latest patches to
fix bugs and optimize the game's performance so much more! in divinity: original sin 2 you are the creator of your own story. that means you decide how your character starts out, and how the events of your game will unfold. the choices you make will shape your character and your world. with

all-new origins features, tons of new races, a deeper combat system, and more, divinity: original sin 2 is what youve been waiting for. 5ec8ef588b
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